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Abstract 

The variational iteration method (VIM) is a powerful method for solving a wide class 

of linear and nonlinear problems, first introduced by the Chinese mathematician He 

in 1999. This method is based on the use of Lagrange multiplier for evaluation of 

optimal value for parameters in a correction functional. The VIM has successfully 

been applied for a wide variety of scientific and engineering applications. 

This thesis is concerned with the VIM for both ordinary and partial differential 

equations. Firstly, we present a brief introduction for the theory of calculus of 

variation, then the VIM is applied for ordinary differential equations. We consider 

both linear and nonlinear equations. In addition, a convergent analysis for a specific 

class of the differential equations is examined. 

Furthermore, the VIM is applied to solve linear as well as nonlinear partial differen 

tial equations. In particular, the Laplace transform is used with the VIM to solve a 

class of partial differential equations. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The Variation Iteration Method (VIM) is one of the new powerful methods that 

capable of dealing with linear and nonlinear equations. This method is based on 

Lagrange multipliers and restricted variation, which make it simple and easier in 

calculations. 

The VIM is distinguished from other efficient methods, such as Adomain Decompo 

sition Method (ADM) [31], Runge-Kutta Method [6], and also Homotopy Analysis 

Method (HAM) [5], that the VIM gives successive approximation that converge with 

high accuracy level to the exact solution if the solution exists. 

The VIM does not require the presence of small parameters in the differential equa 

tions which would complicate the analytic calculations, and also it does not require 

that the nonlinearities be differentiable with respect to the dependent variable and 

its derivatives. In addition, the VIM provides efficient algorithm for analytic ap 

proximate solutions, see [19, 23]. 

Due to the importance of the VIM, considerable efforts have been devoted to the 

development and applications of this method. Firstly, The chinese mathematician 
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction 

Ji-Huan He [16] used the VIM to solve several classical equations in view of Inokuti 

Sekine-Mura considerations [16]. Then He used this method to approximate solu 

tions for some linear problems [16, 18], nonlinear problems [5, 16, 18, 19, 34], and 

ordinary differential systems [5, 16, 18, 19, 34]. 

Nowadays, we find numerous applications for this method in solving various types of 

equations. In particular, in solving nonlinear ordinary differential equations, partial 

differential equations, integral equations and delay equations. 

In [32] Wazwaz applied the VIM to solve linear and nonlinear ordinary differential 

equations. Altintan and Ugar used the variation iteration method for Sturm-Lioville 

differential equations in [3] 

The VIM has been used to solve many physical models that are formulated by 

ordinary differential equations, from these model: the hybrid selection models [34], 

the Thomas-Fermi equation [34], unsteady flow of gas through a porous medium [34], 

the Riccati equation [34], mathematical pendulum [16], and a ball-bearing osscillator 

[16]. Moreover, Abbasbandy solved the quadratic Riccati differential equations by 

He's VIM with using Adomain's Polynomial [1]. 

As ordinary differential equations, the VIM is also applied for partial differential 

equations. Momani used the VIM to solve Helmholtz equation which is a second 

partial differential equation [21]. In addition, in [8], Bildik used the VIM, differential 

transform method and Adomain decomposition method for solving different types 

of nonlinear partial differential equations. In the study of Soliman and Abdou [2], 

they solved Burger's and coupled Burger's equations using the VIM. 
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In addition, the VIM has been used to solve linear and nonlinear differential equation 

with fractional orders by He's VIM, see the work of Odibat and Momani [24]. 

This thesis is mainly concerned with the VIM for ordinary and partial differential 

equations. We consider severa1 forms of linear and nonlinear equations. 

In Chapter 2, we present an introduction to the subject calculus of variation; since 

the technique of the VIM is based on the identification of Lagrange multiplier which 

is evaluated by using this theory. In Chapter 3, we present the principle of the 

VIM for solving ordinary differential equations (ODE's), in addition some scientific 

applications are considered. Chapter 4 is devoted to a specific form of ODE's. We 

find a correction functional for this form of ODE's. Moreover, the convergence 

of VIM is addressed for this form. In Chapter 5, we apply the VIM for partial 

differential equations (PDE's), then we use the Laplace transform with VIM to get 

an exact solution for some problems. 



Chapter 2 

Calculus of variation 

The calculus of variation is concerned with maxima and minima theory, such that 

the main principles of calculus of variations is to find a function that makes certain 

integral smallest or largest possible, i.e. minimization or maximization. 

It is expected that the first work on solving the problem of calculus of variation 

was due to the Queen Dido of Carthage, when she determined the largest land sur 

rounded by bull's hide [22]. It seems that the first published article in this field was 

due to Newton. In his work in calculus of variation, he choosed which body shape 

that had the least resistance, for details see [22]. 

Later, calculus of variation has found numerous applications. In the seventeenth 

century, the brothers Johan and Jakob Bernoulli found the form of the curve that 

takes time as less as possible [22]. 

Nowadays, the theory of calculus of variation is considered as a comprehensive sci 

ence. Many books and textbooks refer to this subject, see [7, 11, 20, 22]. 

This chapter is intended to be an introductory to the calculus of variation. At the 
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begining, we present the main concepts of the subject, such as functionals, sta 

tionary function, variation on functions, and the fundamental lemma in calculus of 

variation. Then we present in details the theorems that depends on it. This theory 

is mainly used in the VIM as we will discuss in the rest of this thesis. 

The material of this chapter is taken from [10, 14, 26]. 

To present the concept of the functionals, we consider the most famous example on 

this theory. 

Example 2.1. 
Consider the problem of finding the shortest curve C between two points in the 
plane. Let A = (a,,91) and B = (g,yo) be any two point in a plane, and A ± B, 
i.e. a1 zg and yr # ». Then the length of the curve between A and B is given 
by: 

The solution of this problem is to find y = f(x) that minimize the arc length 
functional among all admissible functions that satisfy the boundary conditions. It 
is clear that L = L(f). 

A(x1,y1) 

Figure 2-1: The shortest path from A to B is a straight line. 



6 Chapter 2. Calculus of variation 

Definition 2.1. A functional is a correspondence between functions in some a well 
defined class and the set of real numbers. 

Now, let us consider the following examples. 

Example 2.2. Let a and b be real numbers, and y(x) is a bounded function on an 
interval [a, b], and let 

h(y)= min [y(a)], 
a<r<b 

then d(y) is a functional since the result of this formula is a real number. i.e., the 
functional ¢ takes the function y as an input and produces a real number as an 
output. 

Example 2.3. Suppose that 

I(y) = lb F(x, y, y')dx, (2.1) 

Let the function F be a known function, and let y be a specified function. The 
domain of this functional is the space of a continuous functions with continuous first 
derivatives on an interval [a, b], i.e., y E C1[a, bl). The functional such as (2.1) is 
mainly used in our work in this thesis. 

Definition 2.2. (Stationary function) 
A function g is stationary at the point zo when its first derivative at that point is 
0, i.e., 

dg(x) I = 0. 
dt [r=mo 

Suppose that the class of functions S is a subset of C}, and let x1, x2 be real numbers 

which satisfy 

y(a1) =9, y(ca)= a 

Now, consider the function y + ery(x) such that y is in S and n7(z) is zero at r; and 
a and is in S. i.e. 
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Hence, the sum y + E.1J(x) is also in S for all c > 0. 

Definition 2.3. A First Variation is the derivative of the functional, and defined 
as 

66(y,n) = lim <f>(y + E1J) - <P(Y) 
€-30 € 

Let us consider the following example 

Example 2.4. Suppose y be a real valued function, and let 

do(y) = lb yy' dx 
Then the first variation of () is 

66(y,n) = ! <f>(y + E.1J) 'e=O 

= 11· (y + ,ry)(y' + ,ry')dxl ,~, 

= 1 l'(yy' + ,yry' + ,ryy' + ,'ryry')dxL, 

1· 1 (yy' + ,yry' + qy' + ,'ryry')dx I,~, 
=[wwvn] 
= lb [y17' + 17y'] dx 

[ov' 
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Definition 2.4. (A neighbourhood) 
A function Yo(x) is in the neighbourhood N,(y) of the function y(z), where 0 < € 
JR, if for all r € [a, b] 

l] u(@)- o(c) l[<a 

The extremal function is the function that makes variation zero. The fundamental 

problem of the calculus of variations is to find a function y0(x) E S that optimize 

a given functional. The functional I (y) takes· an extremal value, maximum or min 

imum, with respect to all y(c) € S and belongs to the neighbourhood of y0(x), i.e. 

we aim to find y0(x) that minimizes or maximizes the integral I(y) with respect to 
the neighbourhood N,(y). For this purpose we present the next lemma. 

Lemma 2.1. (Fundamental lemma of the calculus of variation) 
Let g(x) be continuous in [a, b] and let ry(x) be an arbitrary function on [a, b] , where 
n,n',n7" are continuous and ry(a) =n(b)= 0, If 

[ enter =o 
for all such n(), then g(x) = 0 on [a, b]. 
Proof. 
Let c be an arbitrary real number. To the contrary, suppose that g(x) > 0 at x = c. 
Since g(z) is continuous, there is a neighborhood M = (op,oo) ofc,i.e. oy <c <oo, 
in which g(x) > 0. 
Consider 

if oa <a <oo; 
elsewhere 

Then g(x)ry(x) has the same sign of g(x), but 

[atetee> 0 
which is a contradiction. The proof is similar if we suppose g(x) < 0. □
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For clarity, let us write the Euler-Lagrange Equation using the fundamental lemma 

in calculus of variation that we mentioned before. 

Theorem 2.2. (Euler-Lagrange Equations) 
Suppose that 

I(y)= lb F(x, y, y')dx, 
where a, b, y(a), y(b) are given, y"(x) is continuous, and F is a twice continuously 
differentiable function, then the extremal function y = y0(x) satisfies the equation 

Proof. 
Consider the functional 

4>(E) = lb F(x, y, y')dx, (2.2) 

where y =Yo+ E1J(x), then y' = % + cn', and let y0, and 77 be specified. Hence 4> is 
a function of c with 

17(a) =n(b)= 0. 
Differentiating (2.2) with respect to E, we get: 

s- ['pee,y, 
de % 0y0 0y' 0 

= [ate) + a@as 
Integrating the second term by parts, we have: 

And since at y = o() we have an extremal value, thus 

«] - -o 
dE €=0 - 
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Hence we get: 

by the fundamental lemma of the calculus of variation 2.1, we have: 

±() w., 
dx By' - oy 

□

Example 2.5. Return to Example 2.1, in this example we interested in finding the 
shortest distance between two points A(x1, y1) and B(x2, Y2), which is in the form: 

1x2 

L(y) = Vl+ y'2dx, 
1] 

subject to the boundary conditions 

y(ra)= 9a 
Then 

F(x, y, y') = J1 + y'2, 
apply the Euler lagrange equation, we have: 

BF 
0, = By 

BF y' 
By' /1+ y? 

Hence, 

±(y s 
d Oy' = (1 + y'2)! = O. 

Thus, the shortest curve is described by the function that satisfies the differential 
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equation 
y" 
p ==(), 
(1+ y?)3 

or 
y" = 0. 

Integrating two times, we get: 

Since y satisfies the boundary conditions, we get this solution: 

which is a straight line passes through the two points A(x1, y1) and B(x2, y2), as we 
expected and shown in figure2.l. 



Chapter 3 

Variational iteration method for 
ordinary differential equations 

In this chapter we present the VIM for ordinary differential equations (ODE). At 

the begining we explain the basic methodology of the technique, then we apply the 

method for different forms of ordinary differential equations. 

In Section 3.1, we present the methodology of the VIM for differential equations. 

Then, this method is used to solve linear ODE in Section 3.2 and nonlinear ODE 

in Section 3.3. The Section 3.4 is devoted to some famous physical models; these 

models involve the hybird selection model and the Riccati differential equation. 

The VIM has been considered by many authers. For the material of this chap 

ter, we refer to [3, 5, 10, 16, 18, 19, 27, 34]. In particular, we refer to the important 

work of He [16]. 

12 



3.1. The VIM description 13 

3.1 The VIM description 

To illustrate the VIM technique, we consider the next general nonlinear system 

D[u(t)] + N[u(t)] = g(t), (3.1) 

where L is a linear operator, N a nonlinear operator, and .g(t) is a given analytic 
function. 

The VIM consider the correction functional for the system (3.1), as 

1)=us@)+ / X(6,c) [L[u,()]+ N[u,(a)]=@)l@e, n> 0 

where u, is the n-th approximate solution, and we consider the nonlinear term 

N [u, (r)] as restricted variation, i.e., 6N[u,(z)] = 0, and X is a general Lagrange 

multiplier which can be identified optimally by variational theory. 

The main task of this method is to find the Lagrange multiplier >.(t, x). Next 

we explain how to find >.(t, x) for linear differential equations, then for nonlinear 

differential equations. 

3. 2 Linear differential equations 

For linear problems the Lagrange multiplier can be exactly identified, hence the 

exact solution can be acquired by only one iteration. 

To find X(t, z), we often use integration by parts. In particular, consider the following 

first order linear differential equation 

u'(t) + a(t)u(t) = b(t), 
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with initial condition 

u(0) = c. 

Then the correction functional is identified as 

=u.+ fa.[""+ante)-«a[ae ta2) 

By taking the variation to the correction functional (3.2), and making it stationary, 

i.e. <>un+1(t) = 0, we get: 

01tn+1(t) = Ou.(t) + 0 l A(t, x) [ ~':; + a(x)u.(x) - b(x)] dx = 0, 
notice that 6b() = 0, then, 

Oun+1(t) = Ou.(t) + 0 l A(t, x) ~ dx + 0 l A(t, x)a(x)u.(x)dx - 0 l A(t, x)b(x)dx 
(' @, (' f' 6u,(t) + 8 J, + 8 lo .-\(t,x)a(x)un(x)dx -10 .-\(t,x)8b(x)dx 

o= au@+of u.[ts+s fu.steno.teas 

0 

Integrating the first integral by parts, and using 0u,(0) = 0, we have 

('o» [ 
<>un(t) + [.-\(t, x)<>un(x)]~ - lo fJx <>un(x)dx + lo .-\(t, x)a(x)<>un(x)dx 

0 = u,(@)+x@.064,()-306a,o)- [,o.car+ [xa,state)tu,teas 

0 = (1 + .-\(t, t))<>un(t) + 1t [- :~ + a(x).-\(t, x)] <>un(x). 

Therefore, we have the following first order differential equation 

OX a, a(x).-\(t, x) = 0 (3.3) 
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with boundary condition 

1+X(t,t) = 0 

By- separation of variables, we can identify the Lagrange multiplier as 

on»- -o[[seas fas 
-[f's] 

As a result, by substituting the value of A(t, x) into (3.2), we obtain: 

a=- [["f +ate)-]as a. 
Let 

«-coo] [ oea], 
which is a solution of the homogeneous equation, 

u' + a(t)u = 0, 

with initial condition 

u(O) = c. 

Then by substituting into correction functional (3.4), we obtain 

u1 (t) = ua(t) - l ef.' a(,)"-' [ ".: + a(x )ua(x) - b(x)] dx 
= uo(t)+ 1t b(x)efto a(s)dsefo"' a(s)dsdx 
= C e- J; a(s)ds + e- J; a(s)ds 1t b(x )efo" a(s)ds dx (3_5) 

which is the exact solution. To illustrate this idea, let us consider the following 

example. 
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Example 3.1. Consider the differential equation 

du u tan '(t) a1+r-Te (3.6) 

with initial condition 

u(0) = 1. (3.7) 

Notice that 
a(t)= t ·a b() _tan +(t) 

- 1 4 j an t l + t2 . 

To find the solution, we substitute into (3.5), so we get 

f,"' 1 ds - rt i ds - rt 1 ds 1t tan-l(x)e o 1+s2 
€ Jo l+s2 + e Jo 1+s2 -------dx 

o 1+a? 

1t t -1( ) tan-1(x) -tan'(t) ,-tank(t) an ()e" -d 
e +e 2 x 

0 l+x 

Integrating by parts, we obtain: 

which is the exact solution for (3.6) satisfying the initial condition (3.7). 
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Next, let us consider the next second order linear ordinary differential equation, 

u"(t) + cou'(t) + w2u(t) = b(t), (3.8) 

with initial condition 

u(O) = c, 

(3.9) 

u'(O) d. 

The correction functional is 

«1() =()+ /X,a) [u) + au,,(a) + u,(a)-be)] dz, n> 0., 

Take the variation with respect to un(x), this leads to 

6u,() =6u,(@)+6 / @,a) ['@) + nu,,(a) + cu,()-a)] @a (3.10) 

Applying the variation to (3.10), yields 

o,cs =du,+6 fa,ace)as +a [ x6,ewe)ds+6 ft,a"a,(ya» 
(3.11) 

Integrating the first two integral by parts, we obtain: 

e] r±» + -a Un(O) + a 2 Un(x)dx, 
X s=O O X 

and 

1t jt a>.. 
0 
w>.(t, x)u'(x)dx = w>.(t, t)un(t) - w>.(t, O)un(O) - 

0 
w Bx u(x)dx. 
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Or, 

0 [ A(t, x)u:(x)dx - A(t, t),5u~(t) - A(t, O)OU~(O) - :~ I,~, OUn(t) 
r + ~ <>un-(0) + 6 ~ 2 un(x)dx vX s=O O vX 

=g)-g] cay+sf'.easts.a) 
vX s=t lo vX 

and 

<> fot w>.(t, x)u'(x)dx t 8>. w>.(t, t)<>un(t) - w>.(t, O)<>un(O) - 6 lo ox wu(x)dx 

t 8>. w>.(t, t)<>un(t) - 6 lo ox wu(x)dx. (3.13) 

Replacing the integrals in equation (3.11) by their values in equations (3.12) and 

(3.13), we have 

(' o + w>.(t, t)<>un(t) - 6 lo ox wu(x)dx 

+ 1t >.(t,x)w2u(x)dx, 

i.e. 

·» = [-]_ +ecol@r+ are 
re»a 4 + 6 lo 8x2 - ox w + >.w2 u(x)dx. 
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Hence, we obtain the stationary conditions, 

0-» OX • 
0, --w-+w>.. - ax2 ax 

] 1 - • w>..(t, t) = 0, 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

X(t, t) = 0. (3.16) 

Where (3.14) is a second linear differential equation, and by solving it with respect 

to the two boundary condition (3.15) and (3.16), we get 

(3.17) 

Thus, for n ~ 0 the differential equation (3.8) has an iteration formula 

U.+1 (t) [ ( -1; w(t - x)) [u:(x) + wu~(x) + w2u.(x) - b(x)] dx. 

Let 

-a()pg= A(#=)] 
which is a solution of the homogeneous equation 

u"(t) + wu'(t) + w2u(t) = 0 

with initial condition 

us(0) c, 

u,(0) = d. 
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Then, 

-1-=e( € 2 c cos 2wt + v'3w sm 2wt 

+ it -2 e~<x-t) sin (v'3 w(t - x)) (-b(x)) dx 
o v'3w 2 

( 4,-8 #3) = e 2 c cos =, t + v'3w sin 2wt 

which is the exact solution of (3.8) with initial condition (3.9). 

In the next example we consider a specific second order linear differential equation. 

Example 3.2. We aim to find the exact solution to the following second linear 
differential equation, 

u"(t) + u'(t) + u(t) = sin t, 
with initial condition 

uo(0) 0, 
u,(O) = 1. 

notice that c = 0, d ==l,0= l, and b(t) = sin t, hence by substituting into (3.18), 
the exact solution is 

-t [ 2 . ( y'3 ) ] 2 .::.! it E. • [ v'3 ] . er \0+,%" 5 ,a°°,, ··in 5-¢-s)] sin (a)ds 
2 -t (v'3 ) -t v'3 = -e?sin -t + eT cos(-t) - cos (t). y'3 2 2 

For more examples, see [3, 5, 16, 18, 19, 27] 
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3.3 Nonlinear differential equations 

Unlike linear differential equations, where the Lagrange multiplier is exactly iden 

tified, the Lagrange multiplier in nonlinear differential equations are difficult to be 

identified. In order to overcome this difficulty, we apply restricted variation to non 

linear term. 

Firstly, let us consider the first order linear differential equation of the form 

u'(t) + ou(t) = 0, (3.19) 

with initial condition 

u(0) = c. 

To best illustrate the restricted variation, we consider Un as a restricted variation. 

Thus, the correction functional is 

1)=(@)+ [,s) [u,,a) + au,(a)]ds, n>0 (3.20) 

Take the variation with respect to un(x), we get 

6u,() = 6u,(@)+6 [ .s) [,a) + oau,(a)] dz, 

or equivalently, 

,,1(@) =u,(@)+6 [.al,ads+ ft,ayadu,(e)ts 

since Un is a restricted variation, Oun = 0. By simplifying (3.22), we get 

6u,(@) = u,(@)+ 6 [xt,a),(ea)ds 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 
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Integrating by parts, we obtain 

c5un+I = c5un(t) [1 + X(t,t)] + 1t [ ;~] c5u(x)dx = 0. (3.24) 

We therefore obtain the next first order differential equation 

8..\ ox = o, 

with boundary condition 

l+..\(t,t) 0. 

We have 

(t,r) = -1 (3.25) 

Thus, for (3.19) we have the following iteration formula 

If the initial condition is 

u(0) = 1 

we begin with 

uo(t) = u(0) = l. 

Then by the above iteration formula (3.26) we have the next approximate solution 

U1 (t) = 1- at 

u»(t) 
c?,, 

- ]-ot +-t 
2! 
a? o® 

ua(t) = 1 - at+ 21t 
2 p9 

3! 

2 3 n 
a, ",, (:.1y+° » 1 - at + -t - -t + ... + - -t 
2! 3! n! 

(3.26) 
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Consequently, the solution can be obtained from 

u= lim u, 
nOO 

Observe that the approximate solutions converge to the exact solution e-cxt, which 

can be obtained by the first iteration step when we don't applied the restricted vari 
ation to u(t). 

Consider the following second order linear differential equation, see [16]. 

u"(t) + w2u(t) = 0, 

with initial conditions 

u(0) a, 

u'(O) = b. 

The correction functional can be written as 

Taking the variation with respect to Un, we obtain 

OUn+i(t) = Oun(t) + O 1t A(t, x)[u~(x) + w2un(x)]dx 

= 5u,)+ [XL, a)/,e) + c?du,to)jar. 

Again to emphasize the idea of restricted variation, we deal with Un as a restricted 

variation, i.e. Oun = 0, hence, 

6u,1() =6u,(0+ [3@.a)ju',(a)]as, 
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Integrating by parts, we have 

·« = ca et]' ',Pseol ["r'econ 
=+36g@)-@apo)-@ff-]_act) 

ot.all o) ['6a,, ,p + ~ UUn + ~ 2 UUn X X 
O a=0 0 vX 

= ( OA(t, x) I ) , it 82 A(t, x) di ,,%0)+3t,064,,6)+,, o- u,(a)da. 

Therefore, we have the next differential equation 

82A(t,x) = 
0 8x2 ' 

with initial condition 

1 __ 8A_(t_,x_)I 
Or ir=t 

o, 

X(t,t) = 0. 

Hence, the Lagrange multiplier 

A(t,x) = x - t. 

So we get the following iteration formula 

Un+i(t) = un(t) f» - t)[u~(x) + w2un(x)]dx. (3.27) 
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Here, if we have boundary conditions 

u(O) = 1, 

u(l) 0. 

And taking 

uo(t) = 1, 

then by (3.27), we obtain the following approximate solutions 

a() = ur@)+ [e- ff') + au,(e)las 

1 1 = 1 - -w2t2 + -w4t4 2! 4! 

Un(t) Un-I (t) + it (x - t)[u~-l (x) + w2un-l (x)]dx 

1 1 1 = 1--0t? 4-0t +·--+(-1)".-0"(P° 
2! 4! (2n)! · 

Consequently, the approximate solutions can be obtained from 

u= lim u, 
n-YOO 

which converge to its exact solution cos(wt), although it can be found by only one 

iteration without considering u(t) as a restricted variation. 
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Now, we consider the second nonlinear differential equation of the form 

u"(t)- u(t) + N(u) = 0, (3.28) 

with initial condition 

u(0) = a, 

u'(0) = b. 

Where N(u) is a nonlinear functional of u, thus the correction functional of (3.28) 
is 

«a() =@,+ / x6,a) [u'ta)-ihu,) + N()] de, n> 0, 

In order to find the value of X, we start by taking the variation with respect to u,,, 
we get 

du,,1)=6u, +6 / x6,a) [;a)-u,@) + N()] de, n2 0., 

which is the same as 

(3.29) 

0u,(@) =6u, +6 fxa.epg)as- [a,a?u,(eds+ [xa,six@as 
(3.30) 

Applying the variation to Equation (3.30) and by using 6N(u) = 0 due to being a 
restricted variation, we have 

(3.31) 
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Integrating the first integral by parts, we obtain: 

lt It 8 A It lt 82 A ©,, 36,3)() = 366a.]= 5®\,3, a+a®@@s 

{± = A(t, t)<5u~(t) - -8 oun(t) + 
8 2 

oun(x)dx. (3".32) 
X x=t O X 

Substituting the integral in Equation (3.31) by the value of the integral (3.32) with 
simplifications, we get 

6u,1( t) = ( 1 - :~ LJ au.+ A( t, t)OU~ ( t) + l [ ::~ - µ2 l Ou,,( x )dx - 0. (3.33) 

thus, we have the following stationary conditions 

8),,.1 l-- 
8x x=t 

= 0, 

= 0, 

A(t, t) = 0. 

Which is a second differential equation, therefore 

Hence, for this nonlinear differential equation (3.28) we have the next iteration 
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formula for n> 0 

/' u() = ur() J, 5,le=9 e·] [u(a)-hu,(a) + N()] de 

=«@+57 [[ewe-"- a-][go)-#at@) + No)] as, µ o. 

(3.34) 

Consequently, the solution is given by 

u= lim u,. 
n-too 

To understand this method more, let us consider the following example. 

Example 3.3. Consider the second order nonlinear differential equation of the form 

u"(t)- 4u(t) + 3e-tu2(t) = 0 

with initial condition 

u(O) 1, 
u'(O) 1. 

where p == 2, and N(u) = 3e'u?. By substitution into Equation (3.34), we have 

Let 
3 1 =-a8'4-e-2 u0 j 4 ' 

which is a solution of homogeneous problem 

u"(t)- 4u(t) = 0 

with initial condition 

u(O) 1, 
u'(0) = 1. 

I 
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The calculations are made by Maple. Hence, some of these iterations are 

• {f )= js+56+5, [e-9 /] [{@)- %@) + 3e a3@)] as 

= -27 3t 1 -5t 3 -t 1 -2t 15 2t so is° Ai6° "1a 
u2(t) - u1(t) + l 1t [e2(x-t) - e2(t-:c)] [u~(x) -4u1(x) + 3e-xuUx)] dx 

= 23189 2t + 109 -2t 135 3t 3 -t 1 -5t 729 5t 81 4t 
18200 e 840 e - 1o6 14 e - 700 e - 44800 e + 448 e 

81 t 1971 -3t 369 -4t + 1 -7t 
- 320 e - 22400 e + 15680 e 2240 e 

1 -8t 1 _ llt 731 7 
- 11200e - 489216e + 11200 

us) = a(@)+;[[es-9- a] [ge)-«6)+ ae ·3co)] as 

= 2.073823681e' + O.27972849O3e2t - 1.329173824e3t + O.4669899641e4t 

-O.1347686824e5t + O.O2723737O62e6t - O.OO3673725629e7t 

+0.OOO2942O9383Oe8t - O.OOOO1031643291e9t + 1.22OO19747te2t 

-O.4521273348te-2t + O.99572O8461e-t - O.4O35948124e-2t 

-O.1931599616e-3t + O.O4649291977e-4t - O.O1219616573e-5t 

+O.OO3143193519e-6t - O.OOO9339O868O3e-7t + O.OOO1942198151e-8t 

-O.OOOO1948210854e-9t - O.OOOOO2552428526e-10t + O.OOOOO2529733O78e-11t 

-7.297205516 10-7 e-12t + 8.36695192610-8e-13t + 4.302924524 10-9e-14t 

-7.588523839 10-9e-15t + 2.094369615 10-9e-16t - 1.453914417 10-10e-17t 

+1.533678621 10-11e-19t - 2.765269028 10-12e-20t - 2.387594922 10-14e-23t 

-0.8160933459. 
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We obviously see that we have a large amount of calculations, so we don't write all 
iterations of this method, and consequently, the solution can be obtained by 

u= lim u,,. 
n➔oo 

In Figure (3-1) we compare the fourth and fifth iteration with the exact solution 
u(t)= e'. 

10 

9 

s 

I· • • · U4 - • · U5 - • exact solution(e1 I 
Figure 3-1: Comparing the fourth and fifth iteration obtained by the VIM by the 
exact solution et. 

For more examples, see [16, 18, 19, 34]. 

3.4 Scientific applications 

In this section, we discuss some applications of the VIM on nonlinear differential 

equations and two models of interest which are considered and solved by the VIM. 

Namely, the hybrid selection model, and the Riccati equation, see Wazwaz [34]. 

l 
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The hybrid selection model 

In boilogy, the hybrid is a result of an interbreeding between two animal species 

or plant species. Hybrid selection is a very important factors to understand and 

consider each growing season. We are studying a population of animals or plants to 

determine how quickly of a specific characteristic· will pass from one generation to 

the next see [30]. In this model we used the differential equation to solve real-life 

problems, thus we consider the following first order differential equation 

u' =ku(l-u)(2- u) (3.35) 

with initial condition 
1 u(0)=3, 

where u(t) represents the portion of the population that has a certain characteristic, 

t represents the time measured in generations, and k is a positive constant that 

depends on the genetic characteristic that is being studied. 

According to the VIM, the correction functional is 

Un+i(t) = Un(t) + 1t >.(t, x) [u~(x) - kun(x)(l - un(x))(2 - un(x))] dx (3.36) 

Taking the variation with respect to Un, we get 

iu,,() = 5u,(t)+6 [ X(t,a) [u,(a)- ku,(a)- u,())(2- u,(@))las 

=54,(@)+6 [@.a,eds -6 [au,ta)- u,(e)2-u,tap)as 

=5,(@)+¢ [x.a,@)as - [ au,(a)d- u,(e)2-,(ads 
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Since 

ku,(c)(1- u,(c))(2- u,(c)) 

is a restrict variable, then 

6ku,(z)(1- u,(c))(2- u,(c)) = 0., 

Hence, 

5u,()=64,(@)+ 6 [XL,a),to)as. 

Integrate the integral by parts and with <>un(0)-= _0, we obtain 

By simplifying, we have 

Therefore, we have the following first order differential equation 

f}.,\ = 0, 
fJx (3.37) 

subject to boundary condition 

1 + X(t, t) = 0. 

Solving (3.37), we obtain 

X(t, r) = -1. (3.38) 

I 
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By substituting (3.38) into (3.36) 

Un+1(t) = Un(t) -1t [u~(x) - kun(x)(l - Un(x))(2 - un(x))] dx. (3.39) 

Let 

1 uo()= 5, 

which is a solution of the homogeneous differential equation 

u' = 0, 

subject to the initial condition 
1 

u(O) =3 
Hence, by Maple we have 

u1(t) = uo(t) -1t [u~(x) - kuo(x)(l - u0(x))(2 - uo(x))] dx. 
1 3 = - + -kt 
2 8 

a() = u()-[[{a)- lure)!= ur@))2- ur@))l@s. 

442a 2er-."our+2au 
2 8 64 128 2048 

us() = at)- /[a)- kus(a)(1- u())2- us(a))]da. 

4,g% ?ace- "au)- ur.Tacy "ay 
2 8 64 256 2048 25600 65536 

1917 ~ 7 1701 (kt)B 1377 (kt)g 729 (kt)lO 
+ l835008(kt) + 2097152 4194304 + 67108864 

45927 11 6561 (k )12 19683 k )13 + ----(kt) ---- ~t + ----( ~t 2952790016 2147483648 111669149696 
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The iterations u1, u2, · · ·, are approximations for the solution. In fact, the exact 

solution is 

V1+ 3e?"= 1 u( t) = -,=====:::;;:::-- 1+ 3e?F' 
We plot the fourth and fifth iterations with comparing them by the exact solution 

u(t), see Figure 3.2. 

1 

0.8 

.6 

.4 

0.2 

z 
,exact solution] 

Figure 3-2: Comparing the fourth and fifth iteration obtained by the VIM with the 
exact solution, with k = 0.25. 

The Riccati differential equation 

The Riccati differential equation is a first order nonlinear differential equation that 

used in different problem of mathematics and physics, and named after the Italian 

mathematician J acopo Francesco Riccati. 

The Riccati equation can be solved by using classical numeric methods, for ex 

ample, the forward Euler method, and Runge-Kutta method. In this section, we 

aim to find the solution of the Riccati differential equation by using the VIM [5, 34]. 
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The iterations u1, u2, · · ·, are approximations for the solution. In fact, the exact 

solution is 

VI+4 38?F- 1 u(t)==__ 
VI+ 3e?@' 

We plot the fourth and fifth iterations with comparing them by the exact solution 

u(t), see Figure 3.2. 

1 

0.S 

0.6 

.4 

0.2 

us exact solution] 

Figure 3-2: Comparing the fourth and fifth iteration obtained by the VIM with the 
exact solution, with k= 0.25. 

The Riccati differential equation 

The Riccati differential equation is a first order nonlinear differential equation that 

used in different problem of mathematics and physics, and named after the Italian 

mathematician J acopo Francesco Riccati. 

The Riccati equation can be solved by using classical numeric methods, for ex 

ample, the forward Euler method, and Runge-Kutta method. In this section, we 

aim to find the solution of the Riccati differential equation by using the VIM [5, 34]. 
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h' following Riccati equation 

du 
dt = Q(t)u + R(t)u2 + P(t), 

to the initial condition 

y(0) = a. 

ere u, P, Q and Rare real functions of the real argument t. 

(3.40) 

\pplying the VIM to (3.40), then for n ~ 0 we have a following correction functional 

'Un+1(t) = un(t) + 1t .\(t,x) [u~(x) - Q(x)un(x) - R(x)u;(x) - P(x)] dx. (3.41) 

Taking the variation with respect to Un, we get 

6Un+1 (t) = Oun(t) + 61t .\(x, t) [u~(x) - Q(x)un(x) - R(x)u;(x) - P(x)] dx 

su,()+6 [ c,teas -a f xatey. (ts 

·f we@es- [ wets 

u,(@)+6 [ al,aae- f ate}no,tds 

-1t .\R(x)ou;(x)dx -1t .\5P(x)dx 

We will consider Q(x)un(x) to be a restricted variation for being easier in the cal 

culations and we also know that u is a restricted variation. And by using the fact 
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Consider the following Riccati equation 

du 
dt = Q(t)u + R(t)u? + P(t), 

subject to the initial condition 

y(0) = a. 

where u, P, Q and Rare real functions of the real argument t. 

(3.40) 

Applying the VIM to (3.40), then for n > 0 we have a following correction functional 

Un+1(t) = un(t) + 1t .X(t,x) [u~(x) - Q(x)un(x) - R(x)u;(x) - P(x)] dx. (3.41) 

Taking the variation with respect to u,,, we get 

c5un+1(t) = c5un(t) + c51t .X(x, t) [u~(x) - Q(x)un(x) - R(x)u;(x) - P(x)] dx 

·u,)+a [ c,tats [ xoc.teas 

sf accent· f eye 
=4.+6f wk,teas - [ xan,tds 

-1t .XR(x)c5u;(x)dx - it .Xc5P(x)dx 

We will consider Q( r)u,( x) to be a restricted variation for being easier in the cal 

culations and we also know that u is a restricted variation. And by using the fact 
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that 6P(r) = 0, then 

Q(a)iu,(a) = 0, 

Ou2 0 n , 

6u,(O) 0. 

Hence, 

6u,,() =5u,() +5[Xu, ta)as 

Integrating the integral by parts, we get 

After simplifying, the last equation can be written as 

Hence, we have the following first order linear differential equation 

8>.. = 0 
Bx ' (3.42) 

with condition 

1 + X(t,t) = 0 (3.43) 
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By Solving (3.42) with respect to the initial condition (3.43), we get 

X(a, t) = -1. (3.44) 

By substituting (3.44) into (3.41), we obtain 

«1)=()= / [,)- Q@)u(@)-Re)}a)-P(@)]as, n> 0 (3.4s) 

. And consequently, we can be obtain the solution from 

u(t) = lim u,(t). 
n➔oo 

Example 3.4. We close this section by applying the VIM to the next Riccti equation 

1 u'(t) =u(t)- 2tu(t) + t2 + 1, u(O) = 2 
Note that Q(t) =-2t, R(t) = 1, and p(t) = t2 + 1 

According to (3.44), we have 

X(a, t) = -1. 

And (3.45) becomes 

1)=ur)= / [u,,a) + 2ru,(a)-fa)-a?-1]as, (3.46) 

consider 1 uo()= 5, 
which is a solution of the homogenous differential equation 

u'(t) = 0 

subject to the initial condition 
1 

us(9) =5 
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Then the iteration formula (3 46) · c • . · gives a following successive approximation 

()= o()- [[@) +2aot)-3@)-a°- 1]as 

1 5 1 1 = - + -t - -t2 + -t3 
2 4 2 3 

a) = @)- /[)+2au,ta)-uf)-a?-1]a» 

1 5 1, 7 1 1 1 1 - - + -t + -t - -t3 + -t4 + -t5 - -t6 + -t7 
2 4 8 48 48 12 18 63 

«a()= a@)- /[a) +2mus)-3)-a?-1]as 

].®4w42r-Ayr » 3» 
2 4 8 16 48 960 + 1152t + 16128t 

23 8 

+ 64512t 
481 tg 143 10 13 12 

145152 + 60480 t - 18144 t 

+.'°-± s 2268 7938 + 59535t 

In the same mannar, we can get all iterations, especially the fourth and fifth iteration 
that we plot in Figure3.3, in this figure we compare these iterations with the exact 
solution. 

And consequently, we have the solution from 

u(t) = lim u,(t) 
n➔oo 

1 
= t + -, !ti < 2. 2-t 
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2 

1.5 

0.5 
t 

0.5 

[= us u,= exact solution I 

Figure 3-3: Comparing the fourth and fifth iterations obtained by the VIM with the 
exact solution. 



Chapter 4 

On the convergence analysis 

It is not possible to put all differential equations in a general form that can be used 

for the VIM. Thus we don't have a global study for convergence analysis. 

In this chapter we present convergence analysis for a certain class of differential 

equations. This class represents a general form for differential equations that ap 

pear frequently in applications. 

In Section 4.1, we present the general form that was used in this chapter. In Section 

4.2, we state some theorems for convergence of the differential equation that was 

discussed in the first section. 

4.1 Iteration formula 

In this section, we apply the VIM to the differential equations of the form 

a®=f(@,u',u",---,) (4.1) 

Differential equations of the form (4.1) have been the focus of many studies due to 

40 
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their frequent appearance in various applications see [5, 34]. 

As mentioned in the last chapter, if we employ the VIM to this system, we get 

the following correction functional for n > 0 

lt (x tr-1 ur+1(t)=u,(t) +(-1" ' [ug) f(u,,,,au",--.,au,g")] da 
0 {m _ 1)! n n, n> n> , n · 

Proof 
This functional is obtained by mathematical induction: 

1. For m = 1: if we have an equation of the form 

u'(t) = f(u, u'), 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

we aim to prove that Equation (4.3) has the following correction functional 

«() = )= [[,a)-ft6u,,p]dz, n> 0. (@.A) 

Firstly, the equation (4.3) has the following correction functional 

rs() =)+ [Xe, t) [i,,(a)- f@ ,,)]ds. 

Take the variation with respect to Un, we have 

• Oun(t) + O 1 ..\(t, x)u~(x)dx - 0 
0 

..\(t, x)J(un, u~)dx 
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since J(u u') · n» r. are a restricted variable then 6f(u, u,,) = 0 t 
' n, n 'we ge 

=)+3@64.-@0a,to)- [,Tso,a» 

=@+coys- ["c.» 
So, we have the following stationary conditions 

OX 

Or == 0, 

1 + X(t,t) = 0. 

According to these conditions, we have that 

X(t,)=-1. 

Hence, for (4.3) we have the following iteration formula 

()=(@)= [tu,,)-fl,)]da, n>0. (@.5) 

Thus Equation (4.2) is true for m= 1. 

2. In this step, we assume that (4.2) true for m= k, i.e. if we consider the kth 

order differential equation 

(4.6) 

we get the correction functional 

Un+i(t) = un(t) + 1t >.(t,x) [ut\x) - J(u,u',u", · · · ,u<k))] dx, n ~ 0. 
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Now, by taking the variation with respect to u,(t), we get 

Oun+! (t) = Ou,,(t) + 0 [ .\(t, x) [ ufl(x) - J(u, u', u", , ul•l)] dx 

= 6u,(t)+ [ .\(t, x)O [ ut'l(x) - f (u, u', u", , ui'l)] dx 

= "Un(t) + J.' .\(t, x)Ou~•>-(x )dx - l .\(t, x)OJ(u, u', u", ... , ui'l)dx. 

since of(u, u', u", • • • , u(k)) = 0, then 

By our assumption, the value of the Lagrange multiplier that makes Un+1(t) 
stationary, i.e. Oun+1(t) = 0, is in the form 

(-1)(a-t 
>.(t, x) = (k - 1)! . 

Thus, we get the following iteration formula 

it ( ty k - (k) , II (k) u,yr(t)=u»(t)+(-1) (=Ty l' =f(nu,,,u'··ug?)] ds, n > 0., 
o (4.7) 

3. We aim now to prove Equation (4.2) for m = k + l, i.e. for the (k + 1)" 
differential equation of the form 

+) f( 'w" ·.. +) u - u,u, ' ' (4.8) 

The correction functional reeds 

t (x - t)k [ (k) ( , 11 (k))] d > 0 u,,()=u,(t)+(-1)°[, l}=f(us.l,,tu,·s} ha, n > J. 
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Now Equation ( 4.8) has the correction functional 

Take the variation with respect to u,,, we obtain 

OUn+1(t) = Oun(t) + O 1t -\(t, x) [u~k+l) - f(un, u~, u~, ... , u~k+l))] dx 

- Oun(t) + O 1t -\(t, x) [u~k+I) - f(un, u~, u~, · · · , u~k+I))] dx 

(4.9) 

= 6u,(t) + o 1t -\(t, x)u~k+I)dx - o fot ,,\(t, x)f(un, u~, u~, • •. , u~k+I))dx 

- Oun(t) + o 1t >i(t, x)u~k+I)dx -1t >i(t, x)of(un, u~, u~, · · · , u~k+1))dx 

By the fact of restricted variation, 6f(u,,u',,u',··.,4,,Py = 0, we have 

In order to make u1 stationary, i.e. 0u,{1 = 0, we aim to find X(t,z) that 
satisfies the following conditions 

X(t,t) = 0, 

0. (4.10) 
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According to step 2, The solution of (4.10) is given by 

_0» _ (-1)(a 
ox - (k - 1)! 

with initial condition 

X(t, t) = 0 
Hence, 

(4.11) 

(-1)3(a- t) A ( t, X) = --'------'----''-- 
(k)! 

Thus, if we have a differential equation of the form (4.8), we have the next 
correction functional 

1t (-l)k+1(x - t)k u+1(t)=u,(t)+ ' [u+9= f(u,c,,,g,-.. ,a9)] da 
0 (k)! n n, n, n, ' n . 

Therefore, Equation (4.2) is true for all m > 1. □

For convergence, we can select the zeroth approximation by using the initial condi 

tions, i.e. In Equation (4.1), we should use uo(t) as follows: 

p? {hk 
o()= u0) + tu'(0) + 57&"(O)+· KE7yy-"(o), 

see Odibat [23]. 

Example 4.1. Consider the following third order nonlinear differential equation 

subject to initial condition 

u(O) = 1, 
u'(O) = -l, 
u"(O) - 1. 
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For this problem, we have the next iteration formula 

it (x - t)2 1() =u) ,, ['+ e"}()] as. 

Choose 

Hence, 

t? 
uo(t) = 1 - t + - 2 

4953.831576 + 11106.03125e2t - 4894.862826et + 5227.200732e3tt 

- 149.3148148e3tt4 + 763.0973937e3tt3 - l.734567901t6e3t 

+ 19.76954733t5e3t + 0.9259259259e - lt7 e3t - 0.2314814815e 

- 2ett8 - 2268.375e2tt + .625e2tt6 - ll.25e2tt5 + 84.1875e2tt4 

- 295.25e2tt3 - 2572.928212e3tt2 + 502.3125e2tt2 - 640ett - 100ett4 

200e't- 3140e't?= 11164.e' + 103.0837334t2 + 1316.700246t 
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4.2 Convergence of the method 

In this section, we study the convergence of the iteration method that was presented 

in the previous section. The results in this section are due to Odibat [23]. 
Consider the general nonlinear problem 

a)= f(u,u'.a" ·.. .A)) 
. . ' ' ' ' 

with initial condition 

u(O) Co, 

u'(0) c, 

Then the correction functional for Equation ( 4.12) is 

(4.12) 

it (x - t)m-I [ (m) ( ' 11 (ml)] dx (4 13) (t) _ (t) + (-lr -'----- Un - f Un, Un, Un, ... , Un ' . Un+11 =Un\ l, (m-1)! 

and the exact solution can be obtained as 

u(t) = lim u,(t). 
n--+oo 

. thod we define a new operator To study the convergence of this me ' 

( t)m-1 , 11 (m)] dx ['(--1)""(r- [a®- f(w,uw',w,---,w 5, 
B[w]= Jo (m- 1)! 

(4.14) 
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hence, Equation (4.13) becomes 

(4.15) 

or, 

B[u,] = uni(t)- u#(t). 

Define the following components vk, k = O, l, 2, .... 

Vo = uo 

U1 = B[vo]= B[uo]=u- uo 

U2 = B[vo+v,]=B[u,]=ug- u 

The limit of the sequence will be the solution u(t) if the series of vk is convergent, 

since its a telescoping series. 

u(t) - lim uk(t) 
k-+oo 

00 

The initial approximation vo = u0 can be selected if it satisfies the initial conditions 
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of the problem. In this thesis, we use the initial values 

u<k)(o) = c k - o 1 2 1 k, - , , , ... ,m- 

in our selection of Vo, so that can be as follow 

m 1C. vw=2 
k=O 

The results of this section are given in next theorems. 

Theorem 4.1. Let B, defined in Equation (4.14), be an operator from a Hilbert 
space Y to Y, then the series solution 

00 

u(t) = ~ Vk(t) 
k=O 

converges if there exist O <y < 1 such that 

ll e ll< ll Vk II, 
i.e. 

Proof. Firstly, define the sequence of partial sums {S,}2% as, 

So = vo 
S; = vo+ v 
S» = vo + Uy + 2 

Sn = Vo + V1 + V2 + ... + Vn, 

{s }oo · convergent we want to prove that it is a Cauchy In order to prove that n n=O IS ' 
. 'lb y so we consider that sequence m the Hi. ·vert space , 

II Sn+l - Sn 11=11 Vn+l II~ 'Y II Vn II~ ,2 II Vn~l II~ ... ~ ,n+l II Vo II 

3 
g 
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Hence for n.k €N n > k d b · · · , ' , - , an Y usmg triangle mequality, we obtain 

IS,-S ] = IlS,-$,)+(S,-S4 2)+...+(S,-S) [] 

s; IJ Sn - 8n-l II + II Sn-1 - Sn-2 II + · · · + II Sk+l - sk II 
s; ,n II Vo II +,n-l II Vo II +,n-z II Vo II +. •. + ,k+l II Vo II 

= ( 1'n-k-1 + ,n-k-2 + ... + 1' + 1 ),•+_1 II Vo II . 

But 

thus 

] -k "-14,3-24...++1= 2" ,+1 
1-, 

Is,-st& ±;1",4% 
- 'Y 

Since O <y < 1, we have 

lim II Sn - sk II= 0 n,k➔oo 

which implies that the sequence { Sn}~=o is a Cauchy sequence in the Hilbert space 
Y, and therefore implies that u(t) = I:;:0 vk(t) converges. □
Theorem 4.2. If the series solution u(t) = I:;:0 vk(t) converges, then it is an exact 
solution for (4.12). 

Proof. Assume that the series solution converges, say 

00 

'lj;(t) =2@ 
k=O 

then 
lim v = 0. 
k➔oo 

By telescoping we have 

n 

} (er=v)=a= , 
k=O 

Let n goes to oo, we get 

00 

-)=,g1=»==w 
k=O 
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Differentiating both sides m times, we obtain 

Since 
m-1 

LCk k Vo= -t k! , 
· k=O 

hence, the largest power is· m - 1, i.e. 

an 
-Vo= 0. dtm 

We therefore obtain 

dr 
--'U(), dtm 

( 4.17) 

(4.18) 

Indeed, let 

F (v)= f (rvo + V1 + ... + v], [vo + V1 + · · • + v]',. • •, !: [vo + V1 + • • • + vk]) , 

where k 2 0 from (4.14), we have for n 2:: 1 

-: 4$-a]-E;a[] dt' .5=0 .j=0 

e pure-'[£ [Sa)-col» dtm Jo (m - 1). dx j=O 

Thus, 
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is equal to 

Since the m- derivative is a left inverse to the m- fold integral,we get 

Consequently, we obtain 

According to ( 4.14) and ( 4.17), we have 

0, 

d® 
-B[vo] dtm 

r[re r'±-]] dtm Jo (m - 1)! dxm 

d" = -v0 - F(vo). dt 
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Now, 

If n goes to oo and by using (4.18), we obtain 

Therefore, 

(4.19) 
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Hence, from (4.19) we can observe that 

is the exact solution to the nonlinear problem 

nu") = f(u,&'.a".-.. .A@9) ' ' ' , . 

□
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that the series :z=:,0 v1c is convergent to the solution u(t). 
If we use Li=o vk to be an approximation to the solution u(t), then we can estimate 
the maximum error Ei(t) as 

-+ Et)<, lo lf 
"Y 

Proof. From Theorem (4.1), we have 

If n -+ oo, then 
lim Sn= u(t), 
n-too 

hence 
1 n-i 
-, +1 I II u(t) - Si 11:s; lim 1 ,i II Vo I · 

n-Yoo - "Y 

Since O <y < 1, then 
lim (1-" ')= 1. 
n-too 

Therefore, 
-+9 

11 u ( t) - Si II :s; 1 _ 1 
11 Vo 11 · 

D 

• ~i v converges to the exact solution u(t) if Remark 4.1. The series solution 2 k=o 'k 

there exist O < 1 < l, such that 

+ ] II< 1 II B[v0 + v1 + ... + vk] II, II B[vo + V1 + . . . Vk+I - 
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equivalently 

Ile ll < l II 
ll vs l 
II vk II < y 

If we define 

{
/3k = llvk+1II 

lll] 
0, 

if \l , l[ 0; 
II Vk II= 0 

Then the series solution }, v converge to the exact solution u(t) if f3k < l for 
all k > 0. 

Remark 4.2. If B, > 1, which is defined in the last remark, for O :::; k <m then 
the series solution L~=O Vk converges to the exact solution u(t), i.e. 

f3k > l, if 0 <k<m 

f3k < l, if k > m 

the first finite terms don't affect to the convergence of the series solution. 

Example 4.2. To explain the convergence of this method, let us consider the fol 
lowing example of the second order linear differential equation. 

u"(t) + u(t) = 0, 0<t<1, 

subject to the initial condition 

u(0) 0, 

u'(0) = l. 
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Then we have the next iteration formula 

Vo = t, 

; - 1t (x - t) ['(e) + vo(x)] dx 
1 3 - 3!t 

v;(t) - JG-)(6s+ )" +wt@) +o(@))as 

1 5 - 5! t 

1 7 -t 
T! 

(-l)k t2k+l 
(2k +1)! 

Observe that the obtained solution J}, v converges to the exact solution 

u(t) = sin(t). 

Moreover, by computing S,, we get 

I[ v» l 
f3o = f;ll 

11 t3/3! II_ 2- 
11 t II - 3! = 
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s, lull 7a 
_ II t5 /5! 11 3! 

II t3/3! 11 = 5! 

II Vk+l II 
ll » Il 

_ II t2k+3 /(2k + 3)! II (2k + 3)! 
II t2k+l /(2k + 1)! II = (2k + 1)! 

Where 

l] v, l[= sup [vg(t)], 
t€(0,1) 

since h, < 1 for all k ~ 0, then the VIM is convergent to the exact solution sin(t) 

Remark 4.3. If f3k are not less than 1 for all k > 0, then we can't say that the VIM 
is divergent. So the VIM may be convergent or divergent. 

Example 4.3. Now, we consider the next nonlinear differential equation, 

u'(t) + u?(t) = t3 + 3t2 + 3t + 2 , 0 <t<l (4.20) 

subject to the initial condition, 
u(O) = 1. 
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Then, the iteration formula can b 
e constructed by Maple as 

Chapter 4 On th 

o = l, 

V1 - -1t [vb(x) + vg(x) - x3 - 3x2 - 3x - 2]dx 
1 3 =j'+°+5+ 

V2 - -1t [ vb ( x) + v~ ( x) + ( Vo ( x) + v( x) )3 - x3 - 3x2 - 3x - 2] dx 

#e-3-Re #» a a, #»-» g» g 
5 8 8 16 8 32 32 

Ave » 
64 832 

V3 -1t [vb(x) + (a) + ,(r) + (vo(x) + vr(r) + v2(x))3 - x3 - 3x2 - 3x - 2]dx 
= 1.5t° + 4.125t4 + 7.2° + 8.925t6 + 7.478571429t7 + 2.334375t8 - 5.2875t9 - 12.71375t10 

=16.89136364t'= 15. 7196875t12 - 8.9O9375t13 + l.94O748626t14 + 14.O1398O77t15 

+ 24.35538552t16 + 3O.85885817t17 + 32.77327524t18 + 3O.63266352t19 

+ 25.7815O78lt20 + 19.77938444t21 + 13.9274832Ot22 + 9.O3364O259t23 

+ 5.4O5O862OOt24 + 2.982433143t25 + l.514958742t26 + .7O61743O2Ot27 

+ O.3OO677872t28 + O.1162297175t29 + O.O4O4773238lt30 + O.O1257978O25t31 

+ 0.OO344912O6O6t32 + O.OOO82271O5677t33 + ·O.OOO1678O15353t34 

+ O.OOOO2863O54445t35 + O.OOOOO396894O449t36 + 4.28871290210 7i° 

4 3.38582597510 ®I® + 1.73632101310 ®i° + 4.34080253310 Pr' 

Clearly, we observe that the obtained solution I:i=o Vk does not converge to the 
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exact solution u(t) = 1 + t Mo b 
. reover, y computing S,, Where 

II vk II= sup [vg(t)], 
tE(0,1) 

we get 

/3o = II Vi II 
Io 

- 3.75 

8, = II V2 II 
7w 

= 5.297821 

B, II V3 II - Ta 
- 9.373479 

B% = II V4 II 
~ 

= 439.133224 

" 

In this example, fJk are not less than 1 for all k > 0. Hence, we prove the convergence 
by the following way. We have the following iteration formula for ( 4.20) 

Un+1(t) = un(t) -1t [u~(x) + u!(x) - x3 - 3x2 
- 3x - 2] dx, n 2:: 1 (4.21) 

with uo(t) = 1. Subtract u(t) from both sides of (4.21), we obtain 

Un+i(t) - u(t) =u,(t)- u(t) -1t [u~(x) + u!(x) - x3 - 3x2 - 3x - 2] dx 
Add and subtract u'(x) in the integral, we get 

(' a 3 2 ] Un+i(t) _ u(t) = un(t) - u(t) - Jo [u~(x) - u'(x) + u'(x) + un(x) - x - 3x - 3x - 2 dx 

_ un(t) _ u(t) -1t [(un(x) - u(x))' + u'(x) + u!(x) - x3 - 3x2 - 3x - 2] dx 
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u'(t) = t3 + 3t2 + 3t + 2 - u3(t). 
Let En(t) = un(t) - u(t), so we have 

En(t) -1t [E' (x) 3 2 • n + X + 3x + 3x + 2 - u3 (x) + 3 ( ) 3 2 ] o Un X - x - 3x - 3x - 2 dx 

E.)- [[Ee)- )+«60]as 

- En(t) - f.' E:(x)dx - f.' (u~(x) - u'(x)) dx 
- En(t) - En(t) + En(O) -1t (u~(x) - u3(x)) dx 
- En(O) -1t (u~(x) - u3(x)) dx 

We know that 

En(O) un(O) - u(O) 

= 0 

Hence, we have 

E,)=-[two)-«o) @ 
Operating with the L°--norm on both sides of the last equation, we obtain 

IE,1(@ la = I= /()-v@)) as f» 

< [toe)-«onto) 
Applying the mean value theorem to the integral (4.22), then we have 

II En+l(t) IIL2 :S 1t 3L II Un(x) - u(x) IIL2 dx 

< au [ tE,te) to 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 
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Where 

L = maxxE[o,11(1 u(x) 1)2 
Then, from inequality (4.23), and by letting M = 3L, we get 

By induction and using 

II Eo(x) !1£2::;I! Eo(t) !loo , 
we obtain 

1Br) < M [ mote) t» as 

< M II Eo(t) !loo 1t dx = lvl II Eo(t) /loo t, 

B:() t < M [ E,a) ta de 

< M2 
11 Eo(t) !1001t xdx = M2 /I Eo(t) 1/oo ; , 

I,10ll» < M [E,ta) » ds 

t .n p+ 
< Mn+l II Eo(t) !loo 1 :, dx = Mn+l /I Eo(t) /loo (n + l)!, 

where II E0(t) !100= maxtE[0,1] I Eo(t) I- And, 
II Eo(t) /loo = /I uo(t) - u(t) /loo 

= /11 - u(t) /loo 

< 111 /loo + /I u(t) /loo 

_ 1 + maXte[o,11/u(t)/. 

. f (4 20) then u(x) E c2[0, 1], hence it is ( ) h ct solution o · ' According to be u x t e exa 
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L = ma:c:z-;,;;[0.11(/v(x) l)2 
:'!:.&n. :rem i:J.equaiity (-1.:2-3), and by letting 1i1 = JL, -we '6·=t 

! a4 rs << 
,. , 

II: Eii{d 11~.<1±:- -4L, 
loc 

<, JL II Eo{t) "= la"'' dx-=Ai II Eij(tJ 11?0 t. 

ll Ee) [la < Ai 1t II Ei(x) 1/r,_2. dx 

Jy[2- II Ko(t) lloo 1t xdx = 1112- !I Ea(t1 .2 
< - . x._ ry- 

II En+1(t) llu < Jv[ lt II En(x) I/L2 dx 

< Mn+l I/ Eo(t) /loo ( < d.:t = J_ ·:-: Jo n. 
where I/ E0(t) 1/00= maxu~·[O,J] I Eo(t.) /. And. 

II Ro (I.) 11,,t, 

II 1 

II I. I . ~.1·;\ , ,,, \ 
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bounded and therefore Eo(t) is also bounded. Let P = maxtE[O,iJlu(t)I, So we obtain 

(4.24) 

as n ➔ oo, the sequence in the right hand side of (4.24) converge uniformly to 0, it 
follows that 

I! E, () ll»> 0 
which means that u,(t) converge uniformly to u(t) = 1 + t. 



Chapter 5 

Variational iteration method for 
partial differential equations 

In this chapter, we present a good strategy which is the VIM for solving linear 

and nonlinear partial differential equations (PDE). As ODE's, we use the Lagrange 

multiplier and the concept of restricted variables for solving a PDE's problems. 

In Section 5.1, we present the methodology of the VIM for linear partial differential 

equations by giving some illustrative examples. In section 5.2, we applied the VIM 

for a certain equation, which is the Heat and Wave equations. In Section 5.3, we 

illustrate the VIM for nonlinear partial differential equation. Moreover, in Section 

5.4, we find the approximate solution by using laplace transform together with VIM. 

5.1 Linear partial differential equations 

The material of this section is mainly taken from [4, 13, 15]. We explain the method 

of the VIM in PDE's by considering the next linear third order PDE's in one di- 

mension 

b _ g(x t) ko < x < k1, t > 0, a, b > 0, (5.1) u,+au, + lraa " 
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illustrate the VIM for nonlinear partial differential equation. Moreover, in Section 

5.4, we find the approximate solution by using laplace transform together with VIM. 

5.1 Linear partial differential equations 

The material of this section is mainly taken from [4, 13, 15]. We l'Xpbin tlw 1nt.'~lt<xl 

of the VIM in PDE's by considering the next linear third order PDE's in one ah 

mension 

u,+au,+bu,,,=g(a,l), kg al 

t 
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where a, b, ko, and k, are real numb d · 
ers, an gs a source term. Assume the following 

conditions 

u(x,O) = f(x), 
u(O, t) = ho(t), 

u,(0,t) = h,(t), 

u,,(0,t) = ho(t) 

By constructing a correction functional, we obtain 

Un+1(X, t) = Un(X, t) + 1t .\(t, s) [(un)s + a(u,,), + b(un)xxx - g(x, s)] ds, 

Taking the variation with respect to Un ( x, t), we get 

OUn+I(x, t) = 6u,(c, t) + O 1t .\(t, s) [(un)s + a(u,,), + b(un)xxx - g(x, s)] ds, 
or equivalently, 

OUn+i(x, t) = 6u,(a,t) + 1t .\(t, s)o [(un)s + a(un)x + b(un)xxx - g(x, s)] ds 
_ Oun(X, t) [ [o(un)s + ao(un)x + bo(un)xxx - og(x, s)] ds. 

(5.2) 

ur d l ·th ( ) ( ) and g(x s) as a restrict variables, which means vve ea WI Un x, Un XXX) ) 

o().aa = 0, 

6g(s,s) = 0. 
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Equation (5.2) becomes as 

OUn+1(x, t) = oun(x, t) + 1t >.(t, s)o(un)sds. 
Using integration by parts, we obtain 

Hence, we obtain the following stationary conditions 

1 + Xt,t) - 0, 

0X(t, s) 
Os = 0. 

So we get 

X(t, s) = -1. 

Therefore, we have the following iteration formula 

Un+1(X, t) = Un(X, t) -1t [(un)s + a(un)x + b(un)xxx - g(x, s)] ds. (5.3) 

Taking 

uo(c, t) = u(r,0) = f(a) 

as an initial approximation, then we have the next iteration formula 

u1 (x, t) - u0(x, t) - 1t [( uo)s + a(uo)x + b(uo)xxx - g(x, s)] ds 
u2(x, t) - u1(x, t) -1t [(u1)s + a(u1)x + b(u1)xxx - g(x, s)] ds 

Consequently, the exact solution can be obtained by 

u(z, t)= lim u,(r,t). 
1 n-YOO 

►
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Let us consider the following example to illustrate the accuracy of this method 
comparing with the exact solution. 

Example 5.1. In this example, we consider a nonhomogeneous third order PDE of 
one dimension. 

Ut + Uxxx ==-Sin (x) sin (t)-- cos (x) cos (t), 0 <T< I, t > 0, 

with initial condition 

u(r, 0) = sin (x): 
By (5.3), and using the following initial approximation 

u0(x, t) = sin (x). 

By Maple, we have the next iterations 

uo(x, t) -1t [(uo)s + (uo)xxx + sin (x) sin (s) + cos (x) cos (s))] ds 

sin(x) cos(t) + cos(x) (t- sin(t)) 

u1(x, t) -1t [(ui)s + (ui)xxx + sin (x) sin (s) + cos (x) cos (s))] ds 

sin(x) cos(t) + sin(z) (1-(1/2)t- cos(t)) 

( ) 1t [( ) + (u ) + sin ( x) sin ( s) + cos ( x) cos ( s))] ds ug,t gs '2/rs 
0 

sin(x) cos(t) + cos(x) (t - (I/6)t3 - sin(t)) 

1t ) ( ) + sin (a) sin (s) + cos ( x) cos ( s))] ds U3(x, t) - [(u3 s + U3 XXX 

0 

. ( ) (l _ (l/2)t2 + (l/24)t4 - cos(t)) sin(z) cos(t) + sm x 

1t ( ) + sin ( x) sin ( s) + cos (r) cos ( s))] ds = u,(z,t)- [(u),+'4)±cs 
0 

( ) (t _ (l/6)t3 + (1/120)t5 - sin(t)) sin(x) cos(t) + cos x 

u;(r, t) - 

- 

ua(a,t) - 

- 

us(r, t) - 

- 

u4(r, t) - 

us(r,t) 
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I x/t 11 

0.1 2.49 » 10 9 
0.4 I 0.6 I 4.314 * 10 8 

0.3 2.4 * 10 9 3.2273 * 10 7 0.00000549898 
0.6 

4.14 » 10 3 3.098 » 10 7 0.0000052798 2.1 » 10-9 3.57 * 10 ·l:S 
0.9 1.6 » 10-9 2.677 * 10 7 0.0000045613 2.69 » 10 2.017 » 10 7 0. 0000034354 

0.2 0.3 

Table 5.1: The absolute error between Us and the exact solution. 

Note that 

1 - (1/2)t2 + (1/24)t4 
is a fourth order approximation of cos(t) in the fourth iteration 

' 
and 

t-- (1/6)t + (l/120)t5 

is a fifth order approximation of sin(t) in the fifth iteration, and so on. 

According to that, this iterations is an approximation of the exact solution 

u(c, t) = sin(x) cos(t), 

where the second term in the approximations tends to zero. Table (5.1) shows the 
absolute error between us and the exact solution. 

As we apply the VIM to one dimension, we can apply it for two, three, and more. For 

more details, consider the following example to determine the approximate solution. 

Example 5.2. In this example, we consider a second order PDE of two dimensions, 
see [15]. 

u;=u,,+Uyy, 0<t<1, 

over the region Q = [0, 1] x [0,1] with initial and boundary conditions 

u = 0 on O2, 

(X Y 0) _ sin 7rX sin 1fY, 0 < x, Y < l. 
u ' ' 
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Then, the correction functional is 

Talcing the variation with respect to un(x, y, t) 

<)Un+1(X, Y, t) = du,(a,y,t) + <) 1t >..(t, s) [(un)s - (un)xx - (un)yy] ds 

=@,9.0+ [6,s6to,).as= [ xa,site,)as 
-1t >..( t, s )c5 (u,)ds. 

We consider ( un)xx and ( un)yy as restrict variables, i.e. 

Thus 

Integrating by parts, we obtain 

I

t 1t a>..(t s) 
% a .t) 6u,(a,y,t)+XL,s)6u,(a,y,®)].7 y, 5, Suds UUn+l X, Y, = 

_ Ou (x y, t) + >..(t, t)Oun(x, Y, t) 
-ss ['@t,s) 

_ >..(t, O)c5un(x, Y, 0) + lo as Ounds 

rt a>..(t, s) 
- Oun(X, y, t) + >..(t, t)c5un(x, Y, t) + lo as c5unds 

('0X(6.s),, a 
_ (1 + >..(t, t))oun(x, y, t) + lo as Un s 

Thus, we have the next first order differential equation 

8>..(t, s) = 0 
8s 
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with boundary condition 

l+>.(t,t)=O 
Then 

>.(t, s) = -1. 
The correction functional can be 

Taking 

uo(x, y, t) = sin 1rx cos 7y 
So, 

ur(a, y,t) = uo(x, Y, t) -1t [(uo)s - (uo)xx - (uo)yy] ds 

- ( 1 - 21r2t) sin 1rx cos 7y 

u2(x, y, t) = u1(x, Y, t) -1t [(u1)s - (u1)xx - (ui)yy] ds 

(1-aw+5je)are)snot 

us(a, y, t) u2(x,y,t)-1t [(u2)s - (u2)xx - (u2)yy]ds 

( e e} - 1 - 21r2t + -1r4t2 - -1r6t3 sin(1rx) sin(1ry) 
2! 3! 

u4(x, y, t) = u3(x, y, t) -1t [(u3)5 - (u3)xx - (u3)yy] ds 

( 
2° 2° 2 ) 1--2mt4--rt?= -rt 4 -rt sin(m) sin(my) 
2! 3! 4! 
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Un(x, y, t) =-@9- [, - 0 o 'n-1)s [Un--1Jaa (Mn-1)a] ds 

which clearly converges to the exact solution 

u(a,y,t) = e ?sin(nz) sin(my) 

5.2 Scientific applications (heat and wave equations) 

In this section, we apply the VIM for the heat and wave equations. 

Heat equation 

Consider the following basic equation of one dimensional heat flow 

Ut =au,,, 0 =::; r<L, 0 =::; t < oo. (5.4) 

Where u(r, t) represents the temperature as a function of space and time, Ut is the 

rate of change in temperature with respect to the time, and u,, is the concavity of 

the temperature profile u(z, t). 

The boundary conditions describing the physical nature of our problem on the 
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boundaries, and can be as follow 

u(0, t) = a, 

u(L, t) = b, 0<t. 

The initial conditions describing the physical phenomena at the start of the experi 

ment, and is given as 

u(a, 0) = f(x), 0::; x::; L 

Applying the VIM to Equation (5.4), we get the next correction functional 

Un+1(x, t) = un(x, t) +[«» ((un)s(x, s) - ci(un)xx(x, s)) ds, n ~ 0. 

Taking the variation with respect to Un, we obtain 

6u,(a,)+ /t,s)6 (()(a, s)- a(u,)(as)) ds 

= 5u,(@,)+ /36,s) (6(u,),(a,s)- a6(u,)(@,s)) ds 

d . bl i.e c5(u ) = 0. Thus, Here, (un)xx is restricte varia te, . • 'n xx 

1: ( t) = b6u,(r, t) + t >.(t, s)c5(un)s(x, s)ds 0u,,41, '! J, 
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Integrating by parts, we obtain 

I

t 1t 8>-. Ou,y(a,t) = 6u,(e,t) +X(t, s)6u(a,s)]_7 ,, 75,9@, s)ds 

1t 8>. = 6u,(t)+X(6,t96,(,t)-3,0)6u,(@.0) ,, 5,96)ds 

1t 8>. = (1+30,t9)6u,@.0= ,, 5,@% s)ds 

Then, we have this differential equation of the first order 

o»_ 0 
Os 

with respect to the next condition 

1-+X(t,t)= 0. 

Thus 

X(t,s) ==-l, 

The correction functional will be 

( ) - t ((un)s(x,s)- ci(un)xx(x,s)) ds, n> 0. Un+l (x, t) = Un x, t Jo 

And the zeroth approximation is 

us(c, t) = f (c) 
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Consequently, the exact solution can be obtained by 

u(x, t) = lim u,(r,t). 
n--+oo ' 

Let us consider the following example 

Example 5.3. Consider the following heat equation 

Ut = Uxx, 0<r<2, t ~ 0. 
with respect to the conditions 

u(0, t) =u(2,t) = 0, 

u(x,0) = 3sin(2ma). 

According to the VIM, we obtain the following iteration formula 

uo(z, t) - 3 sin (21rx) 

U1 (x, t) uo(x, t) -1t ((uo)s(x, s) - (uo)xx(x, s)) ds 

- 3sin (2rs) (1- 4mt) 

ua(a, t) - u1(x, t) -1t ((u1)s(x, s) - (u1)xx(x, s)) ds 

( 2 16 4 2) - 3sin (21rx) 1- 41r t '3rF" 

us(s,t) - u2(x, t) -1t ((u2)s(x, s) - (u2)xx(x, s)) ds 

( 2 16 4 2 _ 64,r't') - 3 sin (21rx) 1--4mt + 211r t 3! 

u,(a,t) . ( t) - l ( ( Un-1),(x, s) - a'(un-1),x(x, s)) ds - Un-I X, 
0 

(» .6, .ts». -',) '» ({ :) 1-4rt4 -rt? - ,t+...+(-1 ''-" , - 3 sin '2mr, 2! 3! n. 
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et 10 tor partial differential equations 

and the exact solution can be 

u(a,t) = lim u,(a,t). 
. n-too ' 

According to these iteration which is an approxi·m t· f th 
1 

· , a ion o e exact so/ution 

u(r, t) = 3 sin (2ma)e 9 

Wave equation 

The wave equation is a partial differential equation of second order that describes 

a wave such as sound waves, water waves and light waves. In this section we apply 

the VIM to wave equation that study a small vibration on the string, see [33]. 

Consider the following wave equation of second order 

(5.5) 

Where u(z, t) is the displacement of the string from equilbrium, c is the velocity 

of propagation, and uu(x, t) represents the vertical acceleration of the string at a 

point. 

d. · t that the end points of the vibration string are The boundary con itions represen 

fixed and can be identified as follow ) 

u(0, t) = u(L,t) = 0, t > 0. 

. . ' itial displacement and the initial velocity of any The initial condition indicates the init1a 
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point at the time t = 0. In this wave equation we have the next initial condition 

u(x, 0) - f(x), 

u,(a,0) = g(@), 0<r<L, 

The correction functional of the wave equation (5.5) is identified as follow 

Taking the variation with respect to un(t), yields 

We deal with u,, as a restrict variable, i.e. 

() ( Un)xx = 0. 

thus, we have 

) _ ,; (x t) + t >..(t, s)c>(un)ssds. 0u,1(,t) =0un» J, 
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Integrating by parts two times, we obtain 

I
t [)).. It it [)2 A OUn+I (x, t) = Ou.(x, t) + >.(t, s)O(u.),(x, s) 
0 
- as O(u,.)(x, s) 

0 

+ 
0 

Bs' O(u.)(x, s)ds 

op = ·u,(a,t)+ X(t,6)6(u,),(@.¢)- 3,0)5(64,)2.0)= 5,]_0()6.6) 

it [)2')._ 
(1 _ a>.. I ) oun(x, t) + >..(t, t)o(un)s(x, t) + 

0 082 
o(un)(x, s)ds. - as s=t 

Thus, we have the next second order partial differential equation 

0 
-=0, Os? 

according to conditions 

')..(t, t) 

, f Os ,, 

0, 

0. 

So, 
>..(t,s) = s-t. 
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And the correction functional will be 

The zeroth approximation is 

uo(x, t)- = J(x) + tg(c). 

Consequently, the exact solution can be obtained by 

u(x, t) = lim un(x, t). 
TOO 

Let us consider the following example 

Example 5.4. Consider the following wave equation, see [33] 

Utt = Uxx, 0 ::; T <m,t ~ 0 

with respect to the conditions 

u(0,t) = u(rr, t) - 0, 

u(x, 0) = 0, 

( 0) = sinx. u; T, 

Taking 

uo(x, t) = t sin T. 
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The successive iteration will be 

u1 (x, t) = uo(x, t) + 1t (s - t) ( (o) = ( uo)xx) ds 

us(c, t) - uy(c, t) + 1t (s - t) ((u1)ss - (u1)xx) ds 

% a) - sin.s '- ;" 7a5' 

us(c, t) - u2(x, t) + 1t (s - t) ((u2)ss - (u2)xx) ds 
( 1 3 1 5 _1 t1) - sinx t - fit "ia soo 

= rr@,t)+ ['(s-)(% ±)% =(@,- 1)) @s u, (a,t) Jo 

l 1 t(2n+l)) 
( l 3 _l_t5 __ t1+ ... +(-1t(2n+l)! . = sint t - fit + 120 5040 

. be obtained by Consequently, the exact solution can 

u(x t) = lim un(x, t). , n--too 

. . roximation of Note that this iteration is an app 

u(x, t) = sin z sin t, 

which is an exact solution. 
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5.3 Nonlinear partial differential equations 

In this section, we employ the VIM for solving nonlinear partial differential equa 
tions, see [25, 28, 29] 

Consider the following nonlinear gas dynamic equations 

1 2 ) . 
Ut 5)% = u(l - u, 0:::;; X:::;; 1, t ~ 0 

with condition: 

u(a, 0) = g(x), 

where u(x, t) represent the velocity, see [29]. 

By constructing correction functional with using Lagrange multiplier, we get 

Un+i(x, t) = un(x, t) + 1t >.(t, s) [(un)s + ½(u;)x - Un+ u;)] ds, 
Taking the variation with respect to u,(t), we obtain 

u.tea [a,s [es.+363%-, +})[@s 1'Un+I (x, t) = J 

ca.0+ f ass [o.+l-, +up/as 
=·9+ fa,s) [i +3563%-, + a})]as 

Note that (u;), and u; are restricted variables, i.e. 

6(u;). = 0, 

6u = 0, 
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Now, we have 

1t t 
= 8un(x, t) + 

0 
>..(t, s)8(un)sds -1 >..(t, s)8unds 

Integrating the first integral by parts, we get 

6Un+l (x, t) = 8un(x, t) + >..(t, s )8un(x, s) It -1t a>.. (s, t)ounds -1t >..8un.ds 
o o Os 'o 

6u,(c, t) + X(t, t)6u,(a,t)- X(t, 0)6u,(a, 0) 

lta>.. r , 5,\'·@ds=[, Ou,ads 

According to the last equations, we have the following first order differential equation 

0Xs.)_ (e t)= 0 8s ~ s,t . 

with condition 

1 + X(t, t) = 0. 

Thus, we have 

Xt,s)= -e' ®. 

Now, we have the iteration formula 

and the initial approximation can be chosen such that it satisfies the initial condi 

tion. 
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Then the exact solution can be obtained by 

u(x, t) = lim un(x, t). 
'nOO 

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the method, we consider the next example. 

Example 5.5. Consider the nonlinear partial differential equation 

1 2 u + 5@), = u(1- u), 0 :::; X :::; 1, t ~ 0. 

with the next initial condition 

u(z,0) = e ®. 

We can use it as initial approximation as 

uo(x, t) =u(z,0) = e , 

According to (5.6), we obtain the following successive approximation 

It is clear that these iterations converge to the exact solution 

u(r,t)= e' ®. 

We can use the VIM to solve special equations such as Kawahara equation as we can 

see in the next example. 
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Example 5.6. Consider the following meromorphic travelling wave equation which 
called the Kawahara equation, see Saadatmandi and Dehghan [28] 

au au o3u o5u a u ox "a as O. 
subject to the initial condition 

(5.7) 

u(x, 0) = f(x), x E JR 

where u is a scalar real valued function. 

The Kawahara equation models the plasma waves and the capillary gravity water 
waves, we aim to find an approximate solution for this equation using the VIM. For 
(5.7), we have the next correction functional 

By taking the variation with respect to Un, we obtain 

( [ o, au, 9u], 
1'Un+I (x, t) = 8un(x, t) + 8 lo >.(t, s) OS + Un ox + ox3 - ox5 s 

e-['ca[# (±{#)«%-#]» 
we deal with Ou, 0u, 0u, 

Un ox ' ox3 ' and 75,5 

as restricted variables, i.e. 

Ou,, 0, 8(un ox · = 

P'% 0, 
8x3 

P% 0. a 
Then, we have 

1'Un+l (x, t) = 8un(x, t) + 1t >.(t, s) [8°0:n] ds. 
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Integrating by parts, we get 

I

t lt 8 0u,1(a,t) = 6u,(c,t)+X(t,s)©u,(s)] - =-XKs,t)6u,ds 
o o 8s 

1t a = 6u,(a,t)+X(t,t)6u,(t)-3(t,0)6u,(0),, 35,%s)6u,ds 

1t a 
= (1+Xt,19)6u4(0=,, 5,¢%s)5u,ds 

Thus we have this first order PDE 

a 5,s) = 0, 
with respect to 

1 + X(t,t) = 0. 
Hence, 

X(t, s) =-l, 

and the iteration formula is 

We can use initial condition as an initial approximation, i.e. 

u0(x, t) = u(x, 0) = J(x) 

and clearly the exact solution can be 

u(x, t) = lim u,(a, t). 
n-too 

If for example, we take 

72 105 4 1 a,)y=rs 1"{3,as 
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I x/t 11 0.1 
0.1 2.2 * 10 9 3.89 * 10 8 1.957 * 10-7 6.076 » 10-7 0.0000014478 
0.2 2.1 * 10 9 3.82 * 10 8 1.911 » 10-7 5.924 * 10-7 0.0000014116 
0.3 2.3 » 10-9 3.70 » 10-® 1.828 * 10-7 5.681 » 10 0.0000013519 
0.4 2.1 » 10-9 3.44 » 10-8 3.44 * 10-ts 5.340 * 10-7 0.0000012696 
0.5 1.8 » 10 3.18 » 10 1.595 » 10=7 4.920 * 10-7 0.0000011674 

0.2 03 04 05 

Table 5.2: The absolute error between u3 and the exact solution. 

The successive approximation will be made by Maple as 

( 72 105 ( 1 ) 
uoit) - 169 + 169 sec 2v'13x 

['[@» a a ae] u1(x, t) - uo(x, t) - Jo as + Uo ax + ax3 - ax5 ds 
1 

-0.4260355030 + 0.621301775lsech4( 
2
v'13x) 

1 1 
- 0.2875367250sech4( 

2
v'13x )tanh( 

2
v'13x )t 

1 1 
+ 0.214123093lsech8 ( 

2
v'13x )tanh( 

2
v'13x )t 

1 3 1 ) + O 4282461860sech4( ;,;,x)tanh ( ;,;,x t 
· 2vl3 2vl3 

l 5 l ) - 0.2141230930sech4(
2
v'13x)tanh (

2
v'13x t 

I • 1 th t we have a huge number of computations, we write only one iteration. tis c ear a 1 · · 
C tl the approximate solution will converge to the exact solution, i.e. onsequen y, 

u(r. t) = lim un(x, t). 
1 nYOO 

Note that the exact solution is 

-72 105 4 ( 1 36 t)) u(a. t) = - + sech' 7,4(+ 169 . ' 169 169 2v 13 

Table (5.6) represent the absolute error between u3 and the exact solution. 

For more examples, see [9, 12, 25, 28, 29]. 
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I x/t 11 

0.1 2.2» 10-9 3.89 * 10-s 1.957 * 10-7 6.076 * 10-7 0.0000014478 
0.2 2.1 % 109 3.82 * 10-s 1.911 * 10-7 5.924 * 10-7 0.0000014116 
0.3 2.3 % 10-9 3.70 + 107° 1.828 + 10 7 5.681 * 10-7 0.0000013519 
0.4 2.1 * 10-9 3.44 » 107 3.44 + 10 ® 5.340 * 10-7 0.0000012696 
0.5 1.8 » 10-° 3.18 * 10-s 1.595 * 10-7 4.920 * 10-7 I 0.0000011674 

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

Table 5.2: The absolute error between ug and the exact solution. 

The successive approximation will be made by Maple as 

72 105 h4( 1 ) 
uo(t) - -169 + 169sec 2vl3x 

t [ :::i :::i3 as ] 1 8u0 uuo , ~ _ ~ ds 
ui(x, t) uo(x, t) - o 8s + uo ox , 8x3 8x5 

1 
-0.4260355030 + 0.621301775lsech4(

2
/13x) 

1 1 
- 0 2875367250se.ch4( r,;:;x)1.anh( r-::;;

3
:c)t · ' · , 2v 13 2v 1.) 

] 1 \ + o21412a93s,,/,+ '0®,,a 

/ / 
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5.4 Laplace variational iteration method 

In this section we use a new method for solving PDE's which is the Laplace vari 

ational iteration method. The main concept of this method is to find the value of 

Lagrange multiplier using an alternative Laplace correction functional and express 

the integral as a convolution, see Hilal and Elzaki [17]. Let present the following 

definition for the Laplace transform. 

Definition 5.1. let f be a function defined for t > 0. Then the integral 

is said to be the Laplace transform of f provided the integral converges. 

Consider the following second order differential equation 

Bu(x, t) + N[u(x, t)] =g(c,t), 
at 

where N is a nonlinear operater, and g(x, t) is a known function. Hence, by con 

structing a correction functional, we get 

Un+1(x, t) = u,(r, t) + 1t >.(t, s) [ N[u(x, s)] - g(x, s)] ds. 

Taking the variation with respect to un(x, t), we obtain 

cs+sf.["f +se-as] 0u,1(c,t) = 

=«tao+ f ass["j; +tes-ate,s] 
=teo+ f a.s [s,]f +5va,s),-ate,]e 
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As we study before, we have N[u(a, s)] and g(z, s) as t · t · bl · , , a res nc vana es, 1.e. 

6N[u(a, s)] = 0, 

og(x, s) = 0. 

Let 

X(t-s, s) =X(t,s). 

So, 

( ) t- OUn Oun+l x, t = Oun(x, t) + o lo >.(t - s, s) 
08 

ds 

by taking the Laplace transform with respect to t, the correction functional will be 

[ rt- Oun ] [6u,(a,t)] = [6u,(a,t)]+¢[6 [.3=s.s) ,,5 

[ rt- Bun ] = f[Oun(x, t)] + of lo >.(t - s, s) 8s ds 

[
- Bun] = C[Ou,(c,t)] +6€ 7X(6s) 5, 

which * is a single convolution with respect to t. Then, 

tu,e.) = ca.ta+ se pus]e[",f] 

= 6[u,(a,t)] + a¢ [X(t,s)] [€Cu,l] 

= 4iu,(a,t)]+ ¢ [X(t,s)] [£\6u,]] (5.8) 

f '( ) o[s: (x t)] should be 0. According to this condition, To find the value o A t, s , <- uUn+l ' 

(5.8) will be 
o = [1 + e[3:(t, s)K], 
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hence, 

- -1 ,s)]==, 

and by Laplace inverse, we get 

X(t, s) =-] 

also 

X(t, s) =X(t-s,s) ==-] 

So, the successive iteration will be 

me6 -4.te-[f[,f+est-ate]] 
Consider the following example 

Example 5.7. Let us consider the following first order homogeneous ordinary dif 
ferential equation 

au -2tu = 0 0t 
with initial condition 

u(r, 0) = 1. 

Then according to the Laplace transform, we have the next Laplace iteration cor 
rection functional 

«.01 = ace,+[f-["f-@«l] 
a-+4-["f -e] 

Taking 
uo(t) = u(x, 0) = 1, 
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we obtain 

[
ouo ] f[u0(x,t)] + f[-l]f 
8
t - 2tuo(t) 

- f[l] + f[-l]f[-2t] 

1 -l-2 
z'ts 

1 2 

{'F 
Then, the inverse transform yields 

by the same way, we obtain 

f[u2(x, t)] f[u1(x, t)] + f[-l]f [ 88~1 - 2tu1(t)] 

~ ~ -l f[-2t3] <e' ~ 
1 2 -1-12 
a'e' te) 

1 2 12 
~ + ~3 + ~5 

Also, by inverse transform, we get 

If we continue at the same manner' we have 

j {2 
U (t) = 1 + t2 + - + · · · + -, , n 2! n. 

which is an approximation to the exact solution 

? u(t) = e . 

For more examples, see Hilal and Elzaki [17]. 
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